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PRODUCT BENEFITS

Perfect match to the modern, rectangular Cersanit 

washbasins: Amao, Zuro, Ontario, Como, Colour.

High-quality hinges guarantee soft 

closing of doors. 

The furniture can be mounted on legs or as 

hanging furniture with an adjustable hanging 

mechanism in the washbasin cabinet.

The long chrome-

plated handles will 

give the interior an 

elegant and modern 

character.

The furniture is 

finished entirely 

with black high 

gloss foil.

Elegant grey finishing of the 

cabinet interiors. 

The two spacious 

drawers will fit all 

bathroom trinkets and 

accessories. 

Hidden guides with shock-absorption and the 

soft-closing function guarantee comfortable use 

of drawers. 
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Cabinets shown with COMO washbasins.

PRODUCTS IN THE COLLECTION

FEATURES OF SELECTED PRODUCTS
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VENEER COLOR

BLACK FOIL - HIGH GLOSS

CATEGORY 

COLLECTION CHARACTERISTICS

Stable structure2-year warranty 

on a piece

of furniture

Waterproof 

surfaces
Right-or left-hand 

door installation

Soft-closing door 

mechanism
Adjustable hanging

mechanism

Soft-closing drawer 

system mechanism
Floor standing 

or wall-hung

Weight (kg) 23

Number of pieces on a pallet 4

Pallet weight (kg) 160

GALAXY cabinet 50

Width - 49,4 cm

Height - 69,3 cm

Depth - 39,7 cm

Wall-hung that may be also placed on legs - sold separately.

Matches washbasins: COMO, COLOUR 50.

S572-002 S572-003

Weight (kg) 27,5

Number of pieces on a pallet 5

Pallet weight (kg) 152,5

GALAXY cabinet 60

Width - 59,4 cm

Height - 67 cm

Depth - 44,7 cm

Wall-hung that may be also placed on legs - sold separately.

Matches washbasins: COMO, COLOUR, AMAO, ZURO 60.

GALAXY cabinet 80

Width - 79,4 cm

Height - 67 cm

Depth - 44,7 cm

Wall-hung that may be also placed on legs - sold separately.

Matches washbasins: COMO, AMAO, ZURO 80.

S572-004 S572-010

Weight (kg) 32

Number of pieces on a pallet 3

Pallet weight (kg) 111

GALAXY pillar

Width - 35 cm

Height - 140 cm

Depth - 25 cm

Wall-hung that may be also placed on legs - sold separately.

Weight (kg) 21,1

Number of pieces on a pallet 8

Pallet weight (kg) 205
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Weight (kg) 10,9

Number of pieces on a pallet 15

Pallet weight (kg) 204

GALAXY wall hung cabinet

Width - 35 cm

Height - 70 cm

Depth - 25 cm

S572-009

Weight (kg) 0,28

Number of pieces on a pallet 100

Pallet weight (kg) 53

S599-0072

GALAXY Black leg, set of 4 pieces

Width - 3,8 cm

Height - 12 cm

Depth - 3,8 cm
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VENEER COLOR

BLACK FOIL - HIGH GLOSS

CATEGORY 

COLLECTION CHARACTERISTICS
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FEATURES OF SELECTED PRODUCTS

Stable structure2-year warranty 

on a piece

of furniture

Waterproof 

surfaces
Right-or left-hand 

door installation

Soft-closing door 

mechanism
Adjustable hanging

mechanism

Soft-closing drawer 

system mechanism
Floor standing 

or wall-hung


